ILA 2018: Digital manufacturing processes

Automated lightweight construction reduces weight and costs

The aircraft of the future flies electrically and autonomously, is feather-light and can be conveniently produced in a fully automated manner. While the electrification and permanent autopilot are still in their infancy, lightweight construction is already indispensable today. Digital manufacturing processes are about to be applied. Fraunhofer will present new automated production technologies for lightweight construction materials at the ILA, the largest innovation trade fair in the aerospace industry, at the Berlin ExpoCenter Airport from April 25 to 29, 2018 (Hall 2, Booth 229).

Like veins in the human body, copper cables run through the fuselage of aircrafts. They transmit electrical signals for temperature-measuring sensors, LEDs in ceilings or electronic connections in seats. During their installation, individual cables are combined into harnesses. “The process of producing and installing cable harnesses is currently 100 percent manual. This is very time-consuming and expensive,” says Dr. Ralf Zichner. He is head of the Printed Functionalities department at the Fraunhofer Institute for Electronic Nano Systems ENAS in Chemnitz, Germany and works together with his research team on manufacturing processes that automatically print electrical conductors directly onto aircraft components. The advantages: There is no waste during production, the print templates can be adapted quickly and flexibly, the classic laying of the cable harnesses is eliminated and the aircraft manufacturers save space and weight.

Printing cable harnesses easily

“We use electrically conductive silver ink, which we apply by screen or inkjet printing in layers of only a few microns directly onto lightweight aerospace materials, such as high temperature resistant plastics,” explains Zichner. In addition to the use of printing technologies for the production of printed conductors, the Chemnitz scientists also integrate microcontrollers, diodes, capacitors, resistors and other electronic components into aerospace modules. Ink and printing processes have to be optimally matched to the materials on which the printing is to occur. The Fraunhofer ENAS has extensive expertise regarding these processes, especially in terms of aerospace requirements. The technology is about to be launched. It is currently being optimized in the Fraunhofer “Go Beyond 4.0” Lighthouse Project.
Economical production with thermoplastics

An example of aviation-grade plastics are high-temperature resistant thermoplastics. They are an important component of lightweight, stable fiber reinforced plastics (FRP), which are indispensable in the construction of aircraft. Thermoplastics can be reshaped or formed in a specific temperature range; they also cool down quickly after processing and can be processed at a fast pace. In addition, they are impressive due to their good flame resistance and the possibility of functional integration. “In aviation, though, there has previously been a lack of concepts for the cost-effective production of functionally integrated thermoplastic structures,” notes Tobias Joppich of the Polymer Engineering/Thermoplastics Processing Department at the Fraunhofer Institute for Chemical Technology ICT in Pfinztal, Germany.

Together with partners in the LuFo V-1 program, the research institute has taken an important step towards exploiting the potential of thermoplastics in the construction of aircrafts. Together, they have developed a new component and production concept with modular stiffening elements that is specially adapted to cargo holds. The lightweight construction experts produce these from fiber-reinforced high-temperature thermoplastics in a hybrid molding process, a combination of forming and injection molding processes. The lightweight components are flame retardant, stable, can be automated in large quantities and are easy to assemble: they are just put together. “This allows manufacturers to quickly stiffen interior walls of cargo holds according to a flexible design,” says Joppich. The stable grid structure is then attached by laser transmission welding to the inner wall of the cargo hold. The new concept from the Baden-based company can also be applied to other aircraft components, including the body shell, clips or internal components, such as seat structures. Hybrid material combinations can also be realized by the Fraunhofer ICT.
Aviation Research Program (German: LuFo program)

Since 1995, the German government has been supporting the German aviation industry with its own aviation research program (LuFo). The goal is environmentally friendly, efficient, safer and passenger-friendly aviation, by means of which the German aviation industry contributes significantly and continually to value creation in Germany.

Fraunhofer's Lighthouse Project "Go Beyond 4.0"

Digital printing and laser processes have so far hardly been used in mass production in order to individualize products. With this combination, serial products can be designed individually and cost-effectively, right down to the unique item. The Fraunhofer Lighthouse Project "Go Beyond 4.0" is taking up this challenge.
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